
WHOLE GRAIN OAT CRISp TOPPING
with Mixed Berries

Mousse Brownie
with Chocolate Mousse

Peach Oat Crisp
with Whole Grain Oat Crisp Topping

Find more info and recipes at foothillfarms.com   •   Contact us at 800.442.5242 or foothillfarms.com/contact

Desserts

Raspberry Mousse Shooters 
with Vanilla Mousse

Dreamy & Decadent
Our Foothill Farms® Desserts add decadence and versatility to your menu. Use our 
products to create unique items on your menu that will keep your customers coming 
back for more!
• Whole Grain Oat Crisp Topping - a perfect complement to fresh, frozen or canned fruit.  Our
   topping provides a fun and tasty way to add some crunch to fruit dishes.  It's a delicious, extremely
   versatile, ready-made crumb topping that both kids and adults will love.

• Non Fat Whip Topping - A rich, creamy whipped topping saves valuable space by going from dry to
   decadent in moment. It's the perfect topping without the guilt or fat (water added only) that 
   compliments any dessert. Finished product will have a rich, airy appearance that’s ideal to top pies, 
   cakes, parfaits, smoothies, shakes, hot cocoa and specialty coffees. 

• Meringue Mix - No need to separate egg whites or measure sugar with Foothill Farms® Meringue
   Instant Mix. Whip mix with water and within minutes you will have perfectly smooth, weepless
   meringue with soft peaks that is consistent and perfect every time. Form into biscuits, shapes and
   cookies or top pies and tarts. Change the flavor by adding vanilla, almond or coconut extract.

• Bread Pudding Mix - Available in neutral flavored or with cinnamon, our Bread pudding mixes
   create delicious bread-based sweet desserts or savory breakfasts. Just combine mix with bread, water
   and a few back-of-house ingredients to create signature treats that’ll dazzle your customers. Blends
   well with fruits or special flavorings.

• Complete No-Bake Graham Cracker Crust Mix - A premeasured recipe that combines the
   perfect blend of graham cracker, flour, sugar, honey and molasses for a delicious, labor-free crust every time.

• Cobbler Mix - A sweet premeasured pastry topping created to produce tender and moist batter for
   consistent desserts every time. Simply combine mix with water or juice and fruit of your choice and
   bake. With its light and fluffy texture, the batter is also ideal for fruit bars, strawberry short cake biscuits
   and cookies.

• Mousse Mix - Available in neutral, vanilla, and chocolate, Foothill Farms® Mousse is a light and
   decadent dessert. Simply add the mix to a measured amount of cold water (or cold milk). After 
   whipping, the finished product will have a rich, airy appearance, and a delicious flavor to match. 



Drive Profit with Desserts

Product Description Manufacture
Code
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Whole Grain Oat Crisp Topping P212-D6190 577831 10072058611948 6/1.5 lbs 126  3 Tbsp 
(32g) 130 4 0.5 0 0 65 23 11 2

Meringue Mix 041T-T0700 430389 10000645000417 12/16.0 oz 1428 1 tsp 
(4g) 15 0 0 0 0 10 3 2 1

Whip Topping Mix 046T-T1700 552005 10072058609211 12/12.0 oz 1524 3/4 tsp 
(2.5g) 10 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 √

Bread Pudding Mix 
with Cinnamon 

092T-T0700 430436 10000645000929 8/20.32 oz 144  3 Tbsp 
(31g) 140 3.5 2.5 0 20 15 26 18 1 √

Bread Pudding Mix 102T-T0700 430440 10000645001025 8/20.32 oz 144  3 Tbsp 
(31g) 140 3.5 2.5 0 20 20 26 24 1 √

No-Bake Graham Cracker 
Crust Mix P207-60007 430686 10072058600799 1/10 lbs 181

3 Tbsp 
(25g)

130 7 3 0 0 55 15 7 1

Cobbler Mix 585T-T0700 430491 10000645005856 12/19.75 oz 192
1/4 Cup 

(35g)
140 3.5 1 0 0 85 28 17 1

Chocolate Mousse Mix (mix 
with water) 110T-E5190 598602 10072058614710 8/22.56 oz 256  2 Tbsp 

(20g) 90 3.5 3 0 0 105 14 8 1 √

Vanilla Mousse Mix (mix with 
water) 114T-E5190 598603 10072058614727 8/20.3 oz 248

1 2/3 
Tbsp 
(18g)

80 2 2 0 0 85 15 8 0 √

Chocolate Mousse Instant Mix J256-H7800 354039 10072058500600 12/16 oz 300
1 1/2 
Tbsp 
(18g)

60 0 0 0 0 160 15 13 1

Neutral Mousse Instant Mix J260-H7800 472572 10072058500631 12/16 oz 348
1 1/2 
Tbsp 
(15g)

60 0 0 0 0 135 14 10 0

Blueberry Whip 
Bread Pudding

Experience the 
Advantages
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—   93% of all consumers ate dessert in the past week
-Datassentials

—   Bakery ingredient brands are targeting time-pressed consumers with
      convenient formats, such as pre portioned mixes and cakes in a cup, 
      along with other simplified preparation solutions 

-Mintel

—   Foodservice locations could move more sales of desserts if they redefine
      traditional dessert foods as snacks, sides, or meal add-ons 

-Datassentials

—   Some of the most menued desserts are cakes, pies, and cobblers 
-Datassentials

In comparison to ready to use competitors, 
our dry mixes have a longer shelf life.
— Less waste & higher profitability - a longer shelf life
    means that you will have less waste due to spoilage
    with our products. This means increased profitability
    for you!

— Versatility - Our products can easily be mixed with a
    few back of house ingredients to create a wide
    variety of products with unique flavor profiles.

— Same great delicious taste - when it comes down to
    it, our products still have the same premium taste
    you are wanting!

* t = teaspoon, T = Tablespoon




